Join the network

AT PROVIDERS NETWORK

Working to make Assistive Technology available to everyone, everywhere.

Together we can shape market development in low-and-middle income countries.

Join the network

AT Providers Network on LinkedIn
Why do we need an AT Providers Network?

Today, 2.5 billion people globally need to use at least one type of assistive technology. In low-income countries only 10% of people have the AT they need, in stark contrast to 90% of people in need in high-income countries who do.

Today, there is no a convening platform that brings together all domains of Assistive Technology. ATscale aims to build healthier markets for AT in low- and middle-income countries.

ATscale, the Global Partnership for Assistive Technology invites you to join the Assistive Technology Providers Network. A dynamic hub where private sector companies can connect and interact with each other, share ideas and resources, towards market shaping and market development in low-and-middle income countries.

We can’t do it alone. Let’s start the conversation.

Join the network AT Providers Network on LinkedIn

An initiative by ATscale GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP FOR ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Key Benefits of Joining the AT Providers Network

Our network brings together a wide range of companies including manufacturers, distributors, and service organizations from the Assistive Technology sector. Together, we learn, share and shape strategies to enable accessibility of AT products in new markets bringing life-changing potential to people all over the world.

CONNECT
Together we can address common market barriers and improve access to affordable AT for all. Access the latest research and data and connect with likeminded industry experts;

SHAPE
Influence market shaping and market development to ensure product availability, accessibility and affordability for assistive technology across low-and-middle countries

LEARN
Learn from industry experts, share best practices and lessons learnt. Regular online events and interactive meetings to exchange ideas and strategies.
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How can we shape new markets for Assistive Technology?

Are you interested in emerging markets and how to enter them? Would you like to contribute to reaching those who do not have access to the Assistive Technology they need?

We would like to co-create the network with you. Sign up for our first meeting to find out more and help to shape the future of the AT Providers Network.

Register for the event Meet on Zoom

Join the network AT Providers Network on LinkedIn
About us

ATscale, the Global Partnership for Assistive Technology (AT), is a cross-sector global partnership with a mission to transform people’s lives through AT. It catalyzes action to ensure that, by 2030, an additional 500 million people in low- and middle-income countries get the life-changing AT they need.

Today, 2.5 billion people globally need to use at least one type of AT, such as wheelchairs, hearing aids, prostheses, eyeglasses or digital services. In low-income countries only 10% of people have the AT they need, in stark contrast to 90% of people in need in high-income countries who do.

ATscale works with governments, AT users, NGOs, bilateral donors, the private sector and multilateral organizations to increase awareness and political will, and support innovation and investment in AT markets, systems and services.

https://atscalepartnership.org/

Join us on LinkedIn: AT Providers Network
Together we can make a difference.